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of ' Pb, l Au and He, form a survey of the giant resonances in many
nuclei. The enrgy resolution of about 0.4% to 0.5%, was usually sufficient
for studying these broad resonances; the excitation energy range covered was
from 4 to 40 or 50 MeV, and showed giant resonances of energies from 6 to
33 MeV. Forward scattering angles were used resulting in only electric
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The cerium experiment possibly revealed more than any other single nucleus
studied. In addition to E2(AT=0) at 10 MeV and El at 15.3 MeV, the isovector
E2 appears at 25 MeV. E3 resonances appear at 6.0 MeV, 22 MeV and 34638 MeV
in general agreement with the model of Bohr and Mottelson.
For Uranium, both quadrupole resonances were observed, but were low in
strength unless a transition radius larger than the gournd state radius was
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The giant dipole resonance, usually seen with gamma rays, may be studied
by (e,e'), as shewn by the case of nickel, where Y absorption does not work
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the GQR at 63A MeV. This suggests the former resonance is an oscillation
of the excess neutron of a heavy nucleus.
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I Introduction
This report covers experimental determination of giant
resonances of various multipolarity in medium and heavy
nuclei by inelastic electron scattering using the Naval
Postgraduate School Linac. The National Science Foundation
grant PHY 76-23886 and PHY 76-2886-01 spanned 1 November 1976
to 31 July 1979, and an earlier grant, PHY 73-21573 covered
15 October 1974 to 31 October 1976. The nuclei investigated
included 208 Pb, 197 Au, 165 Ho, 89 Y, 60 Ni, 5a Ni, 238 U, l " °Ce
and 28 Si, divided approximately equally between the two
grant periods. Thus the overall program contituted a survey
of giant resonance in heavy and medium weight nuclei, starting
from the discovery of the electric quadrupole giant resonance
in Ce by Pitthan and Walcher in 1971. The broad object has
been the invesitgation of not only the isoscalar electric
quadrupole mode but also other modes predicted by Bohr and
Mottelson schematic model, including EO, E2, E3 modes of both
isoscalar and isovectcr type, and the study of the dependence
of the resonance energy, width and strength of these modes
as a function of the nuclear mass A. These experiments
covered a wide range of excitation energy, up to 50 MeV,
to include the higher angular momentum values, but were not
extended to backward angles to measure magnetic states.
The NSF grant supported Dr. Rainer Pitthan for full time
research. The operation of the Linac and research time for
F. R. Buskirk were provided by the Naval Postgraduate School
Foundation Research program.
II Methods
Inelastic electron scattering (e,e') allows for excitation
of electric and magnetic transitions of the nucleus, of both
isoscalar and isovector character. The universality of this
excitation mechanism makes this method necessary to investigate
all possible nuclear excitations, and the knowledge gained
may be extended greatly by comparison with other experiments.
For example, (y,n) experiments determine the El resonance
almost exclusively, while the extremely fruitful hadron
scattering experiments such as (a, a') are insensitive to iso-
vector modes. Identification of modes from (e,e') alone
is based on using backward scattering angles, especially 180°
,
to isolate magnetic transitions versus forward angles for the
electric multipoles. The identification of the electric
multipolarity requires inelastic form factor measurements
at forward angles but various values of the momentum transfer
q and comparison to DWBA hydrodynamic model calculations, which
are shown in Fig. 1 for Ce. This information becomes more
useful when combined with hadron scattering, which is sensitive
mainly to isoscalar modes, and y absorption, which singles out
the dipole states.
A. Experimental Apparatus
The giant resonances in (e, e') experiments appear as
broad resonances superimposed on a large continuous spectrum
called the radiation tail. The main requirements are stability
and reproducibility of measurements but not extremely good
energy resolution. Thus the rather convential arrangement
of the Naval Postgraduate School Linac shown in Fig. 2
suffices. The energy resolution is typically 0.3% to 0.5%,
with a beam of 1 to 2 microamperes on the target. The avail-
able beam energy of 110 MeV is sufficient to measure over the
first diffraction peak (see Fig 1) for multipolarities up
to E3, for the medium and heavy nuclei. For lighter nuclei,
A < 50, the resonances are higher in energy, there is more
fine structure and the cross sections are lower so that better
current, energy and resolution would help.
Ce(e,e)
Goldhaber -Teller model
02 03 0.4 0.5 0.6
inelastic momentum transfer (tm^ )
07
Figure 1
Comparison of DWBA Cross Sections for El to E4

































As was mentioned, the nuclear resonances are superimposed
on a continuous spectrum of scattered electrons called the
radiation tail, with the latter accounting for typically 90%
of the counts. A good theoretical radiation tail spectrum is
essential, but the available calculations are not expected
to be adequate. For light nuclei, the Schiff peaking approx-
imation often suffices, for photons radiated in the direction
of the incoming and scattered electron. Ginsberg and Pratt
included photons radiated in all directions and the effect
of the finite charge distribution of the nucleus, but only
in the fist Born approximation. We have replaced the elastic
nuclear form factors of that calculation with form factors
evaluated by a phase shift elastic scattering calculation.
This empirical approach is not rigorous but experimental
spectra can be fitted using the experimental calculated
radiation tail plus a simple expression for the background
which has two empirical fitting parameters, one constant
term and the other energy dependent. This fit can only be
checked by comparison to the experimental spectrum in the low
energy range, between sharp nuclear resonances, and in the
range above the giant resonances, say above 30 MeV.
Fig 3 shows one of the recent Ce spectra, before and after
subtraction of the radiation tail. The peaks are then fit
to a series of Breit-Wigner resonances, with adjustable
parameters for the resonance energy, width and height. A
given resonance must appear in all spectra for a given nucleus,
Eo=80MeV
=90*




FIGURE 3. Inelastic Ce spectra without background
with only the strength (height) varying according to the q
of the various runs. Finally, the experimental strength,
expressed as a form factor, is compared to the DWBA curves
such as shown in Fig. 1, determining the multipolarity and
reduced transition probability B for the resonance.
The method described above is suitable when resonances
are more or less obvious and isolated in at least one spectrum
of the set. Another method used by the Sendai group proceeds
by dividing each spectrum into energy intervals. The strength
in a given energy interval is examined as a function of q and
the various multipole contributions to the energy interval
are evaluated. This method should be advantageous when
resonances overlap or have much fine structure, but is
difficult to see how that decomposition into various multi-
poles could be reliable unless there were many spectra
covering a broad range of q. Since our range of q was limited
we have generally used analysis described earlier. It should
be noted finally that both methods are model dependent,
because both compare experimental and theoretical form
factors, and the latter must depend on the transition charge
and current matrix elements for the given nucleus.
Ill Summary of Experiment - Survey of Results
The results of this survey of giant resonances are
numerous, and the individual publication should be consulted.
So here a broad summary of the overall observations will be
attempted in Fig. 4 and 5. Then some of the more important
results will be discussed in Section IV.
Fig. 4 attempts to represent our results in the form of
a plot of the resonance energy observed as a function of
mass, with vertical bars representing the widths of the
resonances. Not all resonances such as fine structure, are
shown; also the representation of the giant dipole resonance
is abbreviated for clarity, because (Y/n) experiments usually
give the definitive information.
Fig 5 displays the systematics again in a manner which
may look the same. However the vertical scale has the energy
-1/3
scaled in units of A , so that corresponding resonances
-1/3
strictly following the hydrodynamic model, E - A would
appear on a horizontal line. The vertical lines here represent
error bars in determining the resonance energy E . The isoscalar
quadrupole resonance energy does scale as A / , while the
isovector quadrupole does not. The latter behavior also
occurs with the (isovector) dipole resonance so may be a
characteristic of isovector modes.
Results from other laboratories are also displayed on
Fig 5 to show the general consistancy; in contrast Fig 4
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Scaled Energy of Observed Giant Resonances As A Function
of Nuclear Mass A. Dipole Resonances Omitted.
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IV Results for the Individual Nuclei
In this section some of the results for are presented
for the various nuclei studied in this project (1976-1978)
.
Most of the results are from publications or papers submitted
for publication. In all cases the original paper should be
consulted for complete details regarding models, limitations
in the results and comparison to other experiments.
12
A. Results for 238 U.
The splitting of the giant dipole resonance into components
at 10.8 and 13.9 MeV is well known from (y^n) experiments.
It is thus possible the E2 giant resonance strength might be
broadened or even more widely dispersed in the energy spectrum,
and of course, the identification of the various resonances
is difficult because of stron overlap. The results may be
summarized in the table below which is from the submitted
paper.
The unique overall result is that if the usual hydrodynamic
(GT) model is employed, the observed E2 resonances account
for lower fractions of the sum rule than has been observed in
lighter nuclei, using the same experimental and analysis
techniques. Assumption of a radius 10% larger than that for
the ground state almost doubles the E2 strength which would
be in agreement with systematics from lighter nuclei and
(P,P*) experiments on 238 U.
13
TABLE 5 (from publication 9 )
E (MeV) EX ,M°d^> E (A" 1/3MeV) AT r (MeV)
B(
^
) r°(eV) SPU R(%)'
x (ctr/c) x (fm 2A ) f
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MS(1.35) b)










13.9 + 0.3 El GT(0.9)
MS ( 1 . ) b '












21.6 + 0.6 E2 GT(l.O)
MS(1.1) C)










28.4 + 1.2 E3 GT ( 1 . )
MS(l.l) d)












a) R = E
x
-B(EX)/EWSR(EX,AT)
b) a(238,l) = 0.9
c) a(238,2) = 1.0
d) a(238,3) = 0.5
Summary of the quantitative results of this paper (publi-
cation 9 ) . While the excitation energy and the width
of the resonant structures found is relatively insensitive
to multipolarity and models used, the strength is not. For
each resonance, two values are given. The upper value
corresponds to a straight application of the GT model to the
data. The lower value corrsponds to the assumption of an
38 U nucleus which is spatially enlarged by approximately 10%
as compared to the ground state. In addition, the MS model
was used for the isovector excitations. These assumptions
lead to a greater consistency of the strength with other
available data in lighter nuclei and for 238 U.
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B. Results for 89 Y
In addition to the five relatively narrow resonances
with energies to 13.5 MeV, the giant dipole was seen, and
also the isoscalar and isovector quardrupole resonances. The
El strength agrees with (y,n) results for 89 Y and the strength
and width of the E2 (AT = 0) agree with values for 90 Zr as
tabulated by Bertrand for (e,e') and (a, a') experiments.
High energy octupole strength was not observed, neither was
-1/3
a resonance at 53 A MeV. See Section V for a discussion
fo the latter point. Finally, there was no necessity to add
strength to the giant dipole resonance region in the form of
a monopole resonance as proposed in (a,a*) scattering.
Table 6. Compilation of all the results from




(A-/> MeV) r (MeV) a) B(fm2X ) R(%) b) r ° (ev) SPU K &T
2.6 - 1.0 ± 0.2 (1.12+0. 15)10 s 15 + 3 5.3-10" 6 24 3
4.0 - 1.0 t 0.2 700*140 11+3 1.2.10" 1 6 2 c
6.75 30 1.0 t 0.2 (16.5±3.0)10 J 6+1 6.2-10-' 5 3 c
8.05 36 1.2 ± 0.2 (16.5±2.5U0 3 7+1 2.1-10-3 5 3
13.5 60 1.2 t 0.2 ( 4.4±1.0)10 5 2.5+0. 6 2.1.10" 2 1 4 3 1
14.0 53 4.5 ±0.4 1040 ± 100 56 + 6 9.0-10' 9 9 2





























a> The width may be either the width of the enveloping curve of unresolved discrete
states or the width of a coherent resonant state.
b)
R = E • B(EA)/EWSR (EX, AT) -100
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C. Results for 28 Si
The silicon experiments were undertaken to investigate
both the isoscalar and isovector E2 modes in a light nucleus.
The first diffraction peak for the E2 mode should be at a
value of q = 1 fm approximatley , so that no E3 investigation
is possible with our Linac which just reaches q = 1 fm
Identification of resonances is also hampered by pronounced
fine structure; for example, the giant dipole was seen to
have four strong peaks. Several (e,e ! ) spectra are shown in
Fig. 1 , of publication 7 which clearly show the strong
dipole modes. The E2 strengths seen in various broad regions
are given in Table 1 . A very interesting possibility
results: The weak E2 strength seen below 30 MeV would imply
considerable strength at higher energy. But considerable E2
strength above 5 MeV could contribute to the observed Y
absorption, which is usually assumed to be only El. This
possible E2 contribution could then help explain why y
absorption experiments considerably exceed the dipole sum rule
16
Figure 1 (Publication 7)
Spectrum of 92,2 MeV electrons scattered from 28 Si at
105° and 120° spectrum is the maximum background possible,
established with a method similar to the one used in (ct,a').
The dashed lines beyond 22 MeV were extrapolated from the
(y,abs) data and indicate the "excess" (presumably isovector
E2) cross section in the region 22-50 MeV. The spectra
have been drawn in a way that the peaks (or the peak) at
6.9 MeV coincide. Its prominent rise from 105° to 120°,
compared to the others, is indicative of its E3 character.
This spectrum has not been corrected for the constant
dispersion of the magnetic spectrometer.
17
TABLE 1 (Publication 7)





15 - 20 26b > 14 b)
20 - 30 32 10
30 - 50 70 50
)










includes 3.5% EWSR from 14 - 16 MeV complex
c) lower value derived by assuming 70% of isoscalar 3 hu
o
E3 strength between 30 and 50 MeV (ref. 22).
Distribution of E2 strength in 28 Si into the various
regions discussed in the text. Although isospin can not
be directly inferred from (e,e'), the strength below 2 MeV
should be predominantly isoscalar and the one above isovector,
based on macroscopic and microscopic considerations and
compariosn with heavier nuclei.
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D. Results for 1MCe
Discoveries concerning the quardrupole resonance had
started with the (e,e') experiments with Ce at Darmstadt in
1971. The absence of fine structure and relatively good
ratio of spacing to width then made Ce a candidate for
new measurements over a wider excitation energy range and
at higher values of the momentum transfer. The extensive
results are given in the Table 10 from publication £
reproduced below, along with several spectra. Other note-
worthy results which do not show up in the tabulation are:
1. The q-dependence of the giant dipole resonance fits
the Myers-Swiatecfci version of the hydrodynamic model.
This model is between the extremes of the model of
Soldhaber-Teller model of relative motion between
rigid neutron and proton spheres) and that of Steinwedel
and Jensen (a fixed spherical boundary enclosing n and
p density oscillations). If the M.S. model is assumed,
there is no necessity to assume a large EO resonance
in this energy range, in agreement with our results
for 89 Y.
-1/3
2. The 10 MeV resonance, at a scaled energy of 53 A
MeV but with only one third the strength in terms of the
sum rule) for the corresponding resonance for Pb. When
the behavior of this resonance for other nuclei is
traced out, the strength increases with nuclear mass.
Possibly it is associated with oscillation of the excess













10 15 20 25 30 35
EXCITATION ENERGY (MeV)
Figure 5 (Publication 8)
Data of Figure 2 after the fitted background (consisting
of the radiation tail, the general room background and
experimental background) and the "ghost peak" as described
in the text have been subtracted. These two spectra are
shown together so that the shrinkage of smaller multi-
polarity transitions may be seen. The relative change in
peak heights of the single resonances indicate very clearly
the various multipoles contributing. Note, e.g., that the
E2 cross sections fall off more than a factor of 6 between
the 80 MeV and the 92 MeV spectra.
20





A" 1/3 (MeV) P (MeV) EX :t 2X
a)
B (fnT A )exp T°(eV) R




6.0 + 0.2 31 1 .7 + 0.2 3 1.3 10 5 2.0 ID" 3 19 + 3 + 6






































22 + 1 114 5 + 1 3 3.7 10« 4.9 19 + 2 + 10


















34 - 38 175 7 - 10 3 1.2 10 5 6.8 10 2 75 + 10 lit
195 1 2.8 10 3 130 + 20 til
a) For the monopole the measured quantity is |M.,| (fin )
b) R = E
-B(E\) /EWSR(EX.iT) -100
c) The error given (in units of R ) is the standard deviation of the average sum rule ex-
haustion and is, therefore, more a measure for the fit to a certain model than a measure for
the total uncertainty.
d) The total error (in units of R ) is based on the maximum and minimum values found for the
areas under the curves during the many attempts to fit the spectra.




g) MS model with i = 0.76.
h) GT model.
i) MS model with i = 1.0.
Results in units of the reduced transition probabilities
(B-values)
,
ground state radiation width (T°), and energy
weighted sum rule exhaustion, for the major resonances found
in this experiment. Some results for weaker states, and those
inferred from differences between cross sections and DWBA
calculation, are, together with the appropriate discussion,
scattered in the text. The isospin assignments are not
determined by this experiment, but were taken from comparison
with other experiments and theory.
21
E. Results for 58 Ni and 6 °Ni (to be published)
The two tables give some of the results to be published.
It is worth noting that some of the most important results
concern the dipole resonance, because the usual source of
experimental information do not work in this case. (y,n)
experiments obviously do not measure the (a,y) cross sections,
and the latter are important. The total y absorption experi-
ments are not expected to work at high Z and require too
much target material to employ separated isotopes.
Note in particular that this experiment results in 110%
and 105% of the dipole sum rule for 58 Ni and 60 Ni, respectively,


















Figure 7 (Publication 9)
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V Conclusion and Remarks
Some conclusions may be made when the experiments reported
here ( 238 U, llt0 Ce, 89 Y, 58 Ni, 6 °Ni and 28 Si) are considered
along with the earlier work ( 208 Pb / 197 Au, and 165 Ho).
A. The E2(AT=0) mode is found in all the nuclei, at an
energy which scales nicely as 63A ' MeV. The strength of
about 80% of the sum rule decreases to about 40% for Ni and Y.
The unobserved strength for light nuclei may be widely dispersed
in energy.
B. The E2 (AT=1) mode is wider (T~8 MeV) appears at
-1/3
E = 130A MeV in heavy nuclei by at somewhat lower energy
in lighter nuclei. This behavior is known for the dipole
resonance, and may be assoicated with the isovector character.
The observed strength of 80% of the sum rule for heavy nuclei
decreases to about 40% in the Ni and Y cases.
-1/3
C. The state at 53A ' MeV lies below the isovector
quadrupole state, is weaker, k*s the ambiguous E2 or E0
behavior as a function of q, and has not been reported in
hadron scattering. But new information emerges when all the
nuclei are compared; the strength falls off rapidly for lighter
nuclei, leading to the possibility that this resonance may be
an E2 (or E0) associated with the excess neutrons only. Either
an isovector E2 or an E0 mode would be expected to be absent
or weak in hadron scattering.
26
D. It may be surprising that (e,e') yields information about
the giant dipole resonance, which has been considered the
teritory of gamma experiments. For heavy nuclei, (y,n)
cross sections are a measure of the total dipole resonance;
while for light nuclei total a absorption has been done. But
in between in Ni for example, (e,e') is useful. The strength
or B value, however imprtant is may be in regard to sum rules,
is only one point when the (e,e') form factor is measured as
a function of q. The complete q dependence then tells about
the spatial distribution of the currents and delineates models
In particular, the Myers-Swiatecki model describes l
k
°Ce












10 20 30 40 50
neutron excess (2T)
Figures 16 and 24 (Invited Paper 3)
Comparsion Of The A-dependence Of The Strength For The 63A~ 1//3 MeV
State (Giant Quadrupole Resonance) And The One At 53A~ 1//3MeV,
Indicating That The Latter Resonance May Be Associated With Excess
Neutrons Only.
28
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The recent paper on Ce is reproduced in the following
pages. Resonances show up more clealry because the ratio of
width to separation of the States is favorable. Also the list
of reference s is up to date so that a separate reference list
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